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Legislative debate means Members (or DPC) with opposing views around a 
motion to argue, dispute and vote, which should depend on the Standing Orders in 
formal bill consideration conventions held by legislature.The characteristics of 
legislative debate including subject specification, time-space sphere fixity, 
viewpoints opposability, verbals confrontation and procedure normalization. From 
the survey and comment on theories of basis of legislative debate, the writer 
advocate that rational decision should be basis of legislative debate. Legislative 
debate has the values in form and in essence, as if facing impediments to their 
manifestation in western Parliaments. From the survey of designed debate rules in 
foreign Parliaments Standing Orders, we concluded that the principles of 
legislative debate include order, sufficiency, relevant, openness and civilization. 
Legislative debate first appeared British Parliament, which called "Mother of 
Parliaments", then spread to the world with the expansion of colonialism and legal 
globalization movement. Institutions of legislative debate in parliaments of Britain, 
America, Germany and France are experienced several stages before formation, 
and their current institutions designed are reflected in debate rules of Parliaments 
Standing Orders, which shows their own characteristics, advantages and 
disadvantages. Typical cases of successful operation of legislative debate in 
foreign parliaments including debates at the Constitutional Convention of 1787 in 
America, Constitutional Assembly of 1789-1791 in France, Constitutional 
Assembly of 1919 in German Weimar and on Human Rights Act of 1997-1998 in 
British Parliament, while inspected from the background, subjects, camps, process 
and influence of debates. Facts proved that the operation of legislative debate 
produced multiple effects in legislation, parliament, politics and society. 
Investigation of current legal documents, legislative practices, historical legal 
documents and legislative practices has proved that the institution of legislative 
debate has not established in current NPC's legislative procedure in China, which 
mainly due to negative impact of the traditional legislative idea, congenitally 
deficient of the peoples congress system and restricted conditions of current 















legislative debate sinicization, then point out the condition of introducing debate 
institutions into NPC’s legislative procedure has been met based on the argument 
of necessity, feasibility, probability and rationality.The legislative debate 
sinicization can not accomplish at one stroke, we should confirm the fundamental 
principles, highlight the Chinese characteristics, establish the precedent model, 
strengthen the institution construction and emphasis on external coordination as 
the fundamental guidelines.  
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